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step1. curve - points - multiplepoints 
(other possibilities could be to divide curves to produce a pointset)

step2. use either  voronio, 3dvoronio, delanuay, etc. - pointset reconstruction tools
(when using 3d voronio choose polysurface as the output type, you may also choose 
geometry to subtract from to further influence the results - also consider deleting 
several of the voronio cells to better sculpt your shape)

step3. ungroup your results and number your parts - rhinonest-tools-list
(when using the list tool make sure no objects are picked that way you will be given
options for numbering - choose text dots and set group to yes)

step4. save your file - this is your roadmap for constructing your physical parts

step5. unroll using panelingtools - paneling utilities - unrollfaces - you will be prompted
to select faces to unroll - do one part at a time
(there is also an option to unroll edges - this can be used to unroll any projected
curves on surface)

step6. once unrolled - select all parts and ungroup - now select all and join

step 7. now is a good time to place your parts on different layers and get your file organized 

step8. select all of your flat patterns and create curves - curves - curve from objects -
duplicate border and then use curves - curve from object - duplicate edges to extract your
fold lines

step9.create your numbers to be laser cut using the text object command and choose curves 
as the output - arrange these on your flat patterns

>> explore concepts of unfolding and create an installation proposal for a 20’x20’ room

This element could be anything from lighting, displays, fixtures, wall treatments, etc. 
I want to know what you are thinking about and what you are trying to achieve.
Consider drawing points which are perfectly patterned and not just randomly drawn. 
Consider plotting points along a vector drawing of a particular subject. 
Consider plotting points based on the stock market or any particular data set. 
For example, you might be working on a piece for a museum so perhaps you choose meaningful dates in history - 
9.11.01 could easily become an x,y,z cooridanate...Try and figure out how to insert context and information into your piece.
By using abstraction we are able to force the viewer to crtique the work on a much more involved and thought provoking way. 
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step10. at this point you can add in glue tabs if needed
option a. manually draw them and use curve boolean to create a new border curve
option b. consider using some inset circles in order to zip tie, or stitch your pieces together
this is refered to as stitch and glue method: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stitch_and_glue
option c. consider using a slide tab method - check this out: 
http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:5509
http://www.thingiverse.com/download:17086

step11. hide all surfaces using your layers 

step12. now select the border curve, edge curves, and text curves for each part and group

step13. draw a rectangle which represent the laser cutting bed you will be using

step14. nest the parts within the sheet rhino nest - optimize object position - select objects -
next - unique sheet - next - select sheet (set option to enable multisheet) - these settings 
seem decent: 
if you click on the help button it 
explains this very well

step15.select all of your parts including your rectangle and move them to the origin

step16.with these parts selected choose file-export selected as - .AI file -if you have any
issues with the translation try dxf file type version 12 natural
here is some info regarding rhino and laser cutting:
http://wiki.mcneel.com/rhino/exporttolaser
*a good rule is to always add in a 1 unit rectangle to your drawing and that way you can 
select this rectangle and verify that the scale is correct when you open you file in another 
program - that was easy/now make something already...

 


